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GRANDER®: Great Swimming Fun in Your Garden
Cleaning your pool or pond the easy way with GRANDER® water revitalization
High-quality pool water can be achieved by consistently combining the following factors: the ideal pool setup, regular metrological check-ups, upkeep, maintenance, and the use of GRANDER® water revitalization.
GRANDER® water revitalization improves the water’s inner structure, optimizes its chemical composition
(less disinfectants and chemical agents required, easier cleaning), and enhances your wellness experience
while bathing.

Maximum wellness, minimum effort
Pools require a lot of upkeep, especially if they are equipped with gadgets like counter-current and
whirlpool systems. GRANDER® Inline Units naturally stabilize water in pools. This way, the use of chemical
agents and, as a result, the smell of chlorine can be reduced drastically. What is more, cleaning your pool
becomes significantly easier, and the water will be pleasant to your eyes, skin, and hair.

Natural ponds in your garden
Natural pools and ponds are small, fragile ecosystems that strongly depend on the stability of their
microbiological setup. GRANDER® can help keep this delicate equilibrium by contributing to the selfcleaning process and the biological balance of your pond. Even the plants around the pond benefit from
using GRANDER® revitalized water: they become more resilient to environmental influences and grow
faster. Users in Austria and abroad report that revitalized water also improves the health of fish and other
organisms living in the pond. By using GRANDER® revitalized water, sludge and algae on the pond’s bottom
naturally disappear, making the water clear again.
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Using GRANDER® revitalized water in swimming pools as well as natural pools and ponds offers
the following benefits:









Pleasant bathing experience through palpably soft water
Reduced use of chlorine and chemicals
Minimized chlorine smell in swimming pools
Low cleaning efforts
Pleasant feeling to eyes and skin
Vitalizing effects resulting in a delightful bathing experience
Support of the natural self-cleaning process of pond water
Promotion and long-term maintenance of a biological balance in ponds

A small sample of our satisfied customers:





Fish farmer Franz Kulmer, AT
The Rotz family’s pond, CH
The Grauer family’s koi pond, Woringen bei Memmingen, DE
And many more at: www.grander.com
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Captions (from left to right):
1. GRANDER® revitalized water has vitalizing effects resulting in a delightful bathing experience
©Fotolia_55775945_L
2. A pleasant bathing experience through palpably soft water ©Johann Grander
3. A marvelous bathing pond by promoting the natural self-cleaning process ©Markus Mitterer
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